Remember in your Prayers:


**FOR OUR ARMED FORCES:** Scott, Russell Butler, Travis Cook, Jacob Daniel, Christine Felice, Christopher Foote, Raymond Garcia, Adriana Gutierrez, Marshall Harris, Kyle Hunt, Christine McDonnell, Trev Moncure, John Parks, R.J. & Emily Teachnor, Alex Voyce, Matthew Voyce, Mark Wilmot.

**FOR THOSE WHOSE NEEDS HAVE BEEN MADE KNOWN TO US:** Barbara & Heather, Beverly, Caitlin, Craig, Jack & Martha, Janet, Justin, Larry, Mark, Tim, Barbara Anderson, Dylan Cazin, Pat Compton, Rachel Dacke, Nick Dardano, Sam Gamelli, Ira Gibson, Allen Griswold, John Harper, Alan Jones, Judy Kempenska, Faith Ketchum, Peggie Klema, Norm Minter, John Morales, Spence Morley, Anna Petty, Mavis Raggio, Brenna Robinson, Fred Sternenberg, Michelle Tepolt, Barry Thiering, Max & Ruth Thiering, Tyler Torres, Marie Webster, Linda Weed, Jeanne Weeks, Pat Williams, Tom Wood, the Deuillet family; the John Frazell family; the Jackson family; the Mercado family; the Chuck Piel family, Prayer requests stay on the prayer list for four weeks unless otherwise notified.

**FOR THOSE WHO HAVE DIED:** Joe Hild, grandfather of Ann Thompson; Bettymae Doyle, sister of Veta Berry; David Chambers, brother of Mark Chambers.